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ABSTRACT
In this investigation various strategies were implemented with the purpose of
improving students’ confidence and motivation with multiple-choice tests in Advanced
Placement chemistry. The effects of various interventions were examined for any impact
on the confidence students had on multiple-choice evaluation and on their motivation to
improve. The observed changes point to time allocation for tests as well as students’
concurrent mastery of content and strategy as unforeseen variables that affected how their
perception and belief impacted their actions.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
I have been teaching Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry for most of my career.
I have observed over this time that students always had low scores on multiple-choice
questions in their science courses, regardless of whether the students were identified as
being gifted or they chose to be in the AP program. Likewise, the results always seemed
to be the same regardless of whether the questions came from a computerized test bank or
personalized by the teacher.
As I began to reflect on this situation, I realized that something needed to be done
regarding improving student test scores on multiple-choice. These students will continue
to encounter multiple-choice in university, as it remains a very common format for
evaluation at the post-secondary level. Likewise, the fact that they are in the AP stream
gives them the opportunity to challenge AP College Board exams that do have multiplechoice components that cover for the most part, 50% of the total score. Finally, it is a
method of evaluation, that while it has its critics, tests not just on knowledge of the
subject matter, but more importantly, its application in different contexts. Even with the
increased emphasis on visualization of scientific concepts, testing student understanding
of models and representations often use the multiple-choice format. This makes it even
more important for students preparing for science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) careers and gifted students in particular, to be able to master.
By having an increased focus on multiple-choice assessment in these classes, I
explored how increased practice and exposure to multiple-choice questions and a
concerted effort to emphasize strategy and method when answering these questions
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affected overall student performance. It was my belief that students can learn to achieve
significantly better results on multiple-choice questions when provided with practical
strategic support alongside increased exposure to this type of evaluation, rather than only
seeing these questions once during a unit or during a final examination for any given
course.
This study was conducted in one section of AP Chemistry, over one semester, at
St. Brother André Catholic High School, a Catholic secondary school in Markham,
Ontario. St. Brother André is situated in suburban Toronto and has a student population
of about 1400. It is one of four Catholic high schools in Markham. The school
accurately reflects the demographic reality of the city of Markham, long lauded for the
ethnic diversity of its population while maintaining its long-held reputation as a vibrant
bedroom community with one of the highest median incomes in Ontario and Canada. A
walk through the school’s hallways would lead to a quick realization of the ethnic
diversity that seemingly coincides with the varying academic abilities of its students. St.
Brother André CHS has had a long-standing reputation for excellence in both academics
and athletics for much of its thirty-one year history. It offers a wide range of courses in
the STEM areas as well as in the technological education field, with classes in
woodworking, automotive technology and hospitality and food preparation rounding out
its course offerings. More importantly, the school is only one of four schools in the York
Catholic District School Board to house the AP program for its identified gifted students.
These courses employ the traditional lecture format with an emphasis on using
technology in the delivery of curriculum and are predominantly taken by students in the
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AP program in their senior years. These courses also tend to be one of the courses that
students submit for admission purposes to the university programs of their choice.
My project focused on the effects of employing this strategy on AP Chemistry
students. My project focus question was, What are the effects of using strategic
approaches to multiple-choice questions on both the confidence level and motivation of
gifted students? My project also considered whether active intervention and strategic
approaches to responding to multiple-choice questions affected student performance as
well. I also looked at whether an increased focus and attention on multiple-choice
evaluation had any effect on my own teaching, attitudes and motivation. For the purpose
of this study, motivation refers to interest to learn and being actively engaged in bettering
their performance in the course.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The ongoing transition to guided inquiry-based learning calls for an examination
of the effectiveness of multiple-choice assessments in the high school science classroom.
While multiple-choice has been used as a primary means of student evaluation for a long
time, and most especially in post-secondary science, technology, engineering and
mathematics programs (STEM), it remains uncertain whether the collective body of
knowledge accumulated thus far regarding strategies for improving multiple-choice test
scores actually enhances the academic experience of high school students or motivates
them to achieve at a higher level (Raina, Singh, Sood & Chader, 2016). The intensity and
rigor of accelerated programs such as Advanced Placement (AP) or International
Baccalaureate (IB) has led to a greater focus on multiple-choice since a significant
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section of the overall score for these standardized exams is tested in this format
(Brookhart 2015). Likewise, multiple-choice testing forms the basis of post-secondary
evaluation, mostly characterized by various forms of these objective style questions
(Hickson, Reed & Sander, 2012). These questions also prompt students to connect their
conceptual understanding and apply it in other contexts, both of which pose significant
challenges to students who may not otherwise have the confidence or necessary skills to
be proficient in multiple-choice evaluations (Liu, Lee & Linn, et al., 2011).
There have always been differing perceptions on the difficulty level of multiplechoice formatted examinations. Anecdotal evidence from students has long suggested
that they do poorly on multiple-choice tests. However, they do show significantly more
favorable attitudes towards this format compared to essay type formats in terms of the
most critical dimensions assessed in one study (Tozoglu, Tozoglu, Gurses & Dogar,
2004). While many students proclaim difficulties with multiple-choice questions,
especially those that make use of exceptions, data presented does not support the notion
that these types of multiple-choice questions are more difficult than “true” multiplechoice questions (Laprise, 2012). There is sufficient evidence to suggest that student
confidence needs to be factored in to see if any correlation exists between performance
and perception of the difficulty of multiple-choice questions.
Student confidence in approaching multiple-choice questions has been shown to
be vital to success in this form of evaluation. Knowing what to expect before the
multiple-choice exam allows students to reflect their good study habits and thinking
skills, as well as the actual materials they have studied and learned. This becomes
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especially significant, as this is an assessment technique very commonly levied upon
them (Blackey, 2009). Likewise, these are vital to students if they are to be thoroughly
prepared in various academic environments as this relates to mental preparation and
building confidence in a high-stakes world once they leave formal schooling (Brookhart,
2015).
Most students tend to demonstrate varying degrees of insight and foresight when
their approach to answering multiple-choice questions is analyzed. Their increased
confidence was associated with more correct, fewer incorrect and fewer unsafe responses
(Tweed et al, 2013). The same study also revealed a small subset of students who
showed a pattern of providing unsafe responses held with high confidence. So while
increasing experience improved insight in relation to correct responses and foresight in
relation to incorrect unsafe responses, it becomes evident that for high ability students
who had higher levels of confidence to begin with, even their unsafe responses were held
in higher confidence as well (Tweed, et al., 2013). This has significant implications for
AP students whose performance in multiple-choice tests tend to fall short of their own
expectations (Geiger, 1996).
Proficiency in correctly responding to multiple-choice questions is not limited to
anecdotal student experience. Results of a study indicate that pre-service teachers
experience more difficulty in constructing best-answer-type multiple-choice items that
require higher reasoning. This coincides with findings that tend to support the fact that
students generally lack high-level cognitive functioning skills. The limited abilities of
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both student and teacher in this area translate into a shared deficiency when it comes to
dealing with multiple-choice questions (Asim et al, 2013).
Performance on multiple-choice exams also has implications for how courses are
planned and for managing student expectations. These types of questions tend to elicit
high-consistency and low trajectory results in terms of student performance over time
(Bowen & Wingo, 2012). While it tends to assess the degree of knowledge integration, it
often does not tap high levels of it, showing in part that using this form of assessment can
indeed detect a wide range of student performance (Lee & Linn, 2011). The effect of
using multiple-choice assessment on grades has also been studied and revealed very little
differences in the grade outcomes of classes that wrote multiple-choice tests compared to
those that used constructed response questions (Hickson et al, 2012). Further research
will inevitably be stimulated from the lack of substantial benefits of using constructed
response questions over multiple-choice questions.
The challenge to improving performance on multiple-choice type questions has
always centered on whether students can correct errors and prevent further
misconceptions from taking hold before the next test. Having strategies in place is
important since the feedback they receive helps them maintain correct answers (Marsh et
al, 2012). Not only does it narrow down the possible answers and identifies specific lures
as false, it has been found to convey information to the student which has both practical
and theoretical applications for their learning. Even a small amount of feedback tends to
make a difference to both student confidence and performance on multiple-choice tests.
It has long been established that both total feedback and partial feedback causes better
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subsequent criterion test performance than will no immediate feedback (Hanna, 1976).
Thus, if students gain from receiving feedback then perhaps other strategies that could
improve their scores can potentially be implemented to serve that goal.
Formative assessment has always been part of traditional science instruction
where students are provided exercises to practice skills and improve overall learning and
not counting towards their final marks in the course. Being exposed to numerous
formative assessment in the form of multiple-choice tests did not seem to have a
dampening effect on student enthusiasm for courses that practice them frequently on this
format (Rød et al, 2010). So when research points to older students achieving higher
scores on factual and applied multiple-choice questions (Yonker, 2011), the surface
approach to study that younger students tend to employ at this stage does not serve them
well if they are trying to get good grades and improve overall learning at the same time.
It becomes increasingly evident that the potential for improved student
performance on multiple-choice questions is predicated on various strategies that if used
properly, should assist them greatly in getting better results. Students need to learn how
to deal with a varying number of choices or lures on a multiple-choice test more
effectively. Experiments were conducted to indicate whether increasing the number of
lures on a multiple-choice test helps, hinders or has no effect on later memory. When
subjects spend time comparing the lures and the target in the question, they are engaging
in relational processing and associating the incorrect answer to the question stem (Butler,
Marsh, Goode & Roediger (2006). This has implications on how an increased number of
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lures impair students’ performance on the multiple-choice test and on general knowledge
as well.
Of significance, not just to AP, but all science students is the effect that
technically worded options have on multiple-choice test performance. On recall
multiple-choice questions, when the correct option was not technically worded, the
percent of correct responses was 33% less than the average of the other three option
combinations (Strang, 1980). The same study looked at interpretive multiple-choice
questions and found that when both the correct and incorrect options were technically
worded, the percent of correct responses was 56% less than the average of the other three
option combinations. Likewise, the presence of a “none of the above” option in multiplechoice tests was found to negatively impact performance as well. Individuals were
reluctant to select “none of the above” on tests and as such, less likely to correctly accept
it as the answer even when it is the most appropriate response (Butler et al, 2006). It
appears as if students have shown a historical bias towards selecting a response option
other than “none of the above” in these situations. These findings have clear implications
on the way students should be preparing for multiple-choice tests.
It is also evident that modeling how to answer multiple-choice questions
strategically has real intrinsic value in the classroom. When instructors set up a “how-to”
lecture where students are taught how to identify keywords and phrases within the answer
choices, students showed evidence of learning how to apply information across contexts
and how to analyze and interpret application-based multiple-choice questions (Holtzman,
2008).
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METHODOLOGY
In order to assess whether implementing various strategies designed to help
students do better on multiple-choice evaluations affected their confidence level, data was
collected prior to the intervention and after the interventions. For the non-treatment
component of the study, no specific preparation for multiple-choice tests were given.
Students were given no prior instructions as to how to approach these questions. They
just did what they have been doing previously. For the treatment component of the study,
a three-pronged approach was developed to improve student confidence levels regarding
multiple-choice questions. First, the treatment began with a lesson specifically devoted
to developing strategies to improve student performance in multiple-choice evaluations.
This lesson was presented at the beginning of the first unit that comprised the treatment
phase of the study and in the form of an introductory lecture (Appendix A). The
introductory lecture titled Multiple Choice Test Taking Strategies for AP Science Students
looked at the nature of multiple-choice testing and the challenges students often
encountered with this type of testing tool. It provided general advice from instructors as
well as introduced a variety of strategies that students can use to practice with sample
multiple-choice questions. The questions that were provided in the lecture came from
units of study in the grade nine and ten science courses and thus were considered prior
knowledge. Utilizing these questions as opposed to taking material from topics students
learned more recently was an attempt to ensure that if students did not respond correctly
to the assessment questions, it was because they were still learning the particular strategy
and not due to a lack of conceptual understanding of the material.
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The introductory lecture provided students with strategies to improve their
performance on multiple-choice tests. These took the form of tips from academics that
may have already been obvious to students in the past, such as re-reading the question,
rechecking the calculations and re-evaluating the methods used to answer the questions.
Students needed to be reminded that these general tips are useful not just for multiplechoice tests specifically but for preparing for any test format. Emphasizing these simple
reminders forced students not just to rethink the way they tackle tests but more
importantly, to be open to the idea that strategizing can be useful in test preparation.
Students were also asked to pay greater attention to detail as they answer each practice
multiple-choice question given in the introductory lecture. This emphasized a specific
skill that proved successful in test preparation and was something that gifted students
tended to be aware of for the most part.
A second component of this strategic approach featured the use of practice
assessments in the form of multiple-choice clicker questions based on the concepts just
learned. At least two multiple-choice clicker questions were embedded in each
subsequent lecture. These clicker questions were both conceptual in nature as well as
calculations-based and were chosen in part so students can respond to them relatively
quickly using clickers provided to them by the instructor. Students were often advised by
the instructor that these questions should not take longer than two minutes, not including
the amount of time it takes to read the question fully. This allowed students to practice
the various strategies they have been learning, thereby assessing their competence with
the strategies simultaneously with the physical chemistry concepts. Students were given
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additional time for clicker questions that required more time to read as well as those that
were more quantitative in nature. The instructor also assessed how confident students
were with the recently learned concept and allowed for extra time, whenever appropriate,
in administering the clicker questions (Appendix B).
Finally, the frequency of multiple-choice testing was increased to provide more
opportunities for students to be exposed to this type of evaluation. In the pre-treatment
phase, students only saw multiple-choice on a test at the conclusion of a unit. During the
treatment phase, all subsequent quizzes and tests included a multiple-choice component
or consisted solely of multiple-choice questions. The multiple-choice questions were
taken from a wide-array of test banks from university-level general chemistry textbooks
and not teacher-constructed. This set a more standard level of difficulty on which to base
the assessments. The topics considered for non-treatment and treatment followed the
traditional order that topics are covered based on the course syllabus and textbook
chapters for the course. Topics were covered in such a way that it provided the necessary
scaffolding and foundation for future concepts so it was not seen as having made
significant differences in the level of difficulty for the non-treatment versus the treatment
sections of the study. Concepts covered later in the course were not necessarily more
difficult than those covered earlier in the course, which tended to have been part of the
non-treatment section of the study.
The non-treatment part of the course covered units in quantum theory and atomic
structure, chemical bonding and intermolecular forces and solutions. This covered
roughly the first six weeks of the course. The treatment part of the course covered units
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on solutions and phase changes, thermochemistry, chemical kinetics, chemical
equilibrium, acid-base equilibria and electrochemistry. The treatment section of the
study lasted until the final examination was written at the end of the semester.
Considering that the method of delivering curriculum and the pedagogy remained
identical for both treatments, it was not seen as casting doubt on the results of the study
even if the topics and concepts are not identical in the non-treatment and the treatment
components of the study.
Selection of multiple-choice questions used for each evaluation followed methods
traditionally used by the department which involved using mostly conceptual-based
questions that test knowledge of the topic. Multiple-choice questions that involved
calculations were chosen so that these did not take a lengthy period of time to complete.
This often took the form of questions that involved no more than one or two steps. Gifted
students tend to spend a lot of time on the multiple-choice questions and more often than
not, fail to appropriate their time to the rest of the questions in the test. Ensuring that no
multiple-choice question, whether it takes too long to read or requires more complex
mathematical calculations, eats up too much of the student’s time in one part of the test
allowed for a more objective view of student performance.
In addition, an increased emphasis on modeling and visual representation of
scientific concepts in the AP curriculum also allowed for diversification in the nature of
these multiple-choice questions. Having a certain number of questions that tested a
student’s ability to articulate conceptual understanding through analyzing graphs, pictures
or visual patterns ensured that no single evaluation was too easy or difficult. Given that
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topics in the pretreatment and post-treatment parts of the project already had varying
levels of difficulty, this allowed an appropriate level of consistency and continuity
(Appendix C).
The final unit test in the treatment phase took the form of a partial-credit multiplechoice evaluation. In this particular test, students are given credit not for choosing the
correct answer from the choices provided but for the number of choices that they
successfully eliminate from the question, thereby leaving the correct response intact.
This particular strategy was implemented at the end of the treatment phase in part to
assess how students felt about using the various strategies that they have been taught
(Appendix D).
The Multiple-choice Test Proficiency and Confidence Level Survey was
administered prior to the interventions to ascertain the confidence level of students as
they went through multiple-choice questions ((Appendix E). Students were then asked to
respond to the same survey at the end of semester, which coincided with the end of the
treatment period. The survey asked students to respond to a variety of questions and
statements on how confident they are or have been previously when dealing with
multiple-choice evaluation. Students responded to prompts that dealt with preconceived
notions of the multiple-choice test format as well as those that inquired upon their
confidence in various established strategies for improving performance.
They were also asked to answer a shorter questionnaire regarding their own sense
of how they perceived their confidence level changed as far as multiple-choice evaluation
is concerned. The initial question in this Overall Change in Confidence Level survey was
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administered immediately after students submitted their final examinations on the last
day of the course. The remaining questions were administered about a week later when
students returned to review their examination results. The questions students responded
to ranged from how they felt about the multiple-choice component of the final
examination to whether or not they feel confident going forward in their post-secondary
careers with the various strategies they learned in the course (Appendix F).
After the post-treatment surveys were conducted and the final grades for the
course released, interviews were conducted with selected students in order to get a more
definitive snapshot of whether their performance in multiple-choice questions correlates
with their performance in short answer or free response questions, allowing for a
determination of an effects of the intervention on how they perform on multiple-choice.
These interviews were conducted outside of regularly scheduled class time with selected
students based on their academic performance in the course so far. At least one high,
average and low achieving student was interviewed. Interviewing students armed with
data collected both from multiple-choice and short answer/free-response evaluations was
important in determining whether further intervention was necessary for improving
student performance in multiple-choice questions which tends to be the component of
tests that most students do poorly on, even if they do quite well on the short answer
component. This also proved crucial to determining whether the intervention could be
used on a wholesale basis or it was better used for individual students on a case-by-case
basis.
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Throughout the study, I made observations and took notes regarding student
motivation and confidence, particularly their reaction to having more frequent
assessments and evaluations using the multiple-choice format. I also conferenced
regularly with the school’s AP Coordinator who has a science background and has
previous experience in crafting her own multiple-choice questions, as well as colleagues
who are teaching AP science courses concurrently. A self-evaluation reflection
consisting of various questions was drafted to assess my own motivation and confidence
throughout the treatment process as well as after each particular strategy was unveiled
and implanted. I also posed various questions to assess how I felt overall once the
treatment process was completed and how this affected my own teaching. These
reflection questions can be found in Appendix G.
Twenty-two AP Chemistry students participated in this project. The course met
every day for a 76-minute period during the first semester of the 2015-2016 academic
year which ran from September to January. The majority of the students were 16 to 17
year old males representing roughly two thirds of the course population and females
accounting for a third. A unique characteristic of this group was that 40% of these
students are identified gifted students, having gone to a designated elementary school
where an accelerated and enriched gifted program was delivered from Grade 5 to Grade 8
prior to entering secondary school. The remaining members of the class were students
who applied for admission to the program based on their above-average performance in
elementary school as well as test scores on an aptitude test used for admission.
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Instruction and data collection for the project took place when the course ran
during the first semester of the 2015-2016 academic year. The research methodology for
this project received an exemption by Montana State University’s Institutional Review
Board and compliance for working with human subjects was maintained. (Appendix I).
The triangulation matrix shown in Table 1 outlines the sources of data that were
identified for each subquestion. Triangulation of data helped to provide a more accurate
conceptualization regarding the effects of the various intervention means employed in the
study. It also eliminated the possibility of misconstruing any single source of data.
Interviews at various points in the study allowed for increased reliability of survey data.
Since gifted students are very much highly motivated by their grades, discussing their
course marks as part of interviews added more credibility and authenticity to determining
whether the intervention affected their motivation and confidence in multiple-choice
evaluations (Table 1).
The data that was collected in this study were both qualitative and quantitative in
nature. This combination hoped to provide a more accurate depiction of the effects of my
intervention more than what statistics from a small sample can provide. Any differences
regarding the motivation and confidence of students in approaching multiple-choice test
questions and how they actually performed in tests were assessed through interviews with
this information on hand. Since most of these students were identified as gifted and had a
lot of experience with being tested in an academic setting, the descriptive angle of the
data provided needed insight on whether the strategic approach to answering multiplechoice questions benefited them.
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Table 1
Triangulation Matrix
Research Questions
Motivation and
Confidence of student
My teaching and attitude

1
Pretreatment
survey
Teacher
journal

Data Source
2
Interviews
Self-evaluation

3
Post treatment
survey & interviews
Peer conferencing

DATA AND ANALYSIS
The results of the Multiple-choice Proficiency and Confidence Level survey
indicated that students were not satisfied with their general performance in the course,
with a drop in the satisfaction level in the post-treatment survey (N=22). Thirty-six
percent of students expressed satisfaction with how they performed in the course after the
study, dropping from 41% at the beginning of the study.
Students were not satisfied with their performance on the multiple-choice part of
their tests, with a slight uptick in students that are more satisfied with their performance
after the treatment. Seventy-three percent of students had adverse feelings about their
multiple-choice performance prior to the interventions with 64% remaining dissatisfied
after.
Students were asked to reflect on how they have performed on multiple-choice
tests in other science courses and on previous years as well. Their historical
performance, as far as their own reflections on their performance, did not change much
before and after the interventions.
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Figure 1. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
While fewer students overall made an extra effort to study for the multiple-choice
components after the interventions, slightly more students felt that they have a strategy in
place that helps them do better on this type of test. The number of students who
responded that they do little to no extra work to study for multiple-choice tests grew
slightly from 55% to 59%. One student said, “I feel that multiple-choice is a crap shoot
so why bother? I get the same mark all the time anyway.” A majority of students already
feel they have a strategy in place to improve their performance with 64% of them
expressing this sentiment compared with 59% at the beginning of the study.
When asked prior to the interventions, to evaluate the most recent and consistent
outcome of their multiple-choice tests in terms of marks, a majority of students (68%) felt
that they were performing poorly in this regard. After the interventions, most students
(59%) now expressed feeling good about their marks.
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Figure 2. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
There was almost no change in how students evaluated their own learning
outcome from the multiple-choice tests even after the interventions. About a third of
students surveyed felt that they learned very little from their multiple-choice tests, with
36% feeling this way even after the strategies were introduced.
The static nature of their responses when asked whether they were confident of
doing well on multiple-choice upon completing each test reflected little to no change in
their perception of their own learning from this type of evaluation. Sixty-eight percent of
students said they were not confident of being able to achieve well at the multiple-choice
component of the test, both before and after the implementation of the strategies.
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Figure 3. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
Student behavior regarding how they dealt with multiple-choice questions showed
modest change after the interventions, with the exception of making an effort to ask for
feedback. Almost all students surveyed appeared not to be making much effort in this
regard.
As a result of the interventions, most students have begun moving away from
guessing at the answers to multiple-choice tests (mean of 2.4 from 2.6), and from
changing their original answers often (mean of 2.55 from 2.33). Likewise, more students
now seriously consider “none of the above” and “all of the above” as viable responses on
multiple-choice tests.
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Figure 4. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
Having access to more time appeared to go along with student confidence levels,
with some change in those who believe that they can get a higher score on the test if they
were given more time just for the multiple-choice. Asked at the beginning of the study,
41% of students felt they do not have enough time to do multiple-choice tests with a high
degree of confidence. After the strategies were implemented, this sentiment increased
with 64% of students who admitted to feeling that way.
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Figure 5. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
The other questions in the Multiple-choice Proficiency and Confidence Level
survey dealt with parameters that involve students’ own perception and understanding of
the multiple test structure.
The interventions did not do much to alter the perception that multiple-choice
tests are difficult and challenging. More students thought this way after the treatment
than before. Eighty-six percent of students agreed to the notion that it is difficult to do
well on multiple-choice tests. The number of students who felt this way increased to
90% after the interventions.
Similarly, when compared to short-answer questions, the idea that multiple-choice
questions are harder was perceived by more students after the interventions. A majority
of students (55%) agreed with this idea prior to the study and the number only increased
(59%) once the strategies were introduced.
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The concept of time and student confidence in answering multiple-choice
questions is raised once again when asked whether they feel they have enough time to
respond properly and be confident of doing well. Students solidified their perception that
there is not enough time to do so as more students felt that time was an issue. Fifty-two
percent of students agreed that they can score higher on tests if given more time on the
multiple-choice. Fifty-five percent remained in agreement after implementing the
interventions.
The perception of time appeared to be linked to students’ confidence in the
structure of multiple-choice as a means of testing that benefits them academically. There
was no change reported in their perception after the intervention, with most students
feeling that they will not do much better if most of the testing in the course is done in this
format.

Figure 6. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
The perception that some multiple-choice questions are inherently more difficult
and challenging than others gained ground as well, with more students believing this is
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the case after the interventions. Those who agreed with this sentiment grew from 86% of
respondents at the beginning of the study to 90% after.
If ever students perceived that multiple-choice questions that did not involve
numerical calculations are easier than those that did, the post-treatment data suggested
otherwise. Prior to the study, 62% of students felt that having to do calculations made for
more difficult multiple-choice questions. Only 23% of students felt that way after the
study.

More students felt after the interventions that factual and conceptual-based

multiple-choice questions are no easier than quantitative-based ones.
Table 2
Pre and Post-treatment Survey Analysis, (N=22)
“Multiple-choice questions dealing that are mostly factual and conceptual in nature
are easier than questions requiring numerical calculations.”
Pre-treatment
Post-treatment
Mean
2.00
1.85
Mode
3
2

There appeared to be little to no change in the perception that high levels of confidence
were linked to being adequately prepared for tests. The averages of student responses
before and after the study did not change in this regard with most respondents (mean of
3.05) remaining in agreement or strongly in agreement.
In the Multiple-choice Test Proficiency and Confidence Level Survey, students
were asked to respond to a couple of statements that attempted to define what “doing
well” on multiple-choice tests is about. More students agreed with the notion that
success in multiple-choice tests is about mastery of content, as opposed to having a
strategy in place. These perceptions solidified after the interventions with more students
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moving towards equating success in multiple-choice with solid understanding of the
concepts and moving away from the notion that having a strategy helps them do better.

Figure 7. Multiple-choice proficiency and confidence level survey, (N=22).
The Overall Change in Confidence Level questionnaire administered after the
final summative evaluation in the course reported perceived confidence levels among
students for both the short-term and long-term future.
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Table 3
Overall Change in Confidence Level Questionnaire Analysis, (N=22)
Confidence level assessment for multiple-choice component of final exam
Upon completion of the
Upon reviewing results of the
multiple-choice component of
multiple-choice component of the
the final exam
final exam
Not confident
13.6%
21%
Somewhat not
confident
Somewhat
confident
Extremely
confident

40.9%

47.4%

40.9%

31.5%

4.5%

0%

When asked how confident they were that they did well on the multiple-choice
component of their final examination, students were evenly split. Upon reviewing the
results though, students expressed less confidence in their overall test taking abilities.
Sixty-eight percent of students felt that their multiple-choice test taking skills were
lacking upon reflecting on their final examination results.
Furthermore, when asked at the end of the end of the semester to gauge their level
of enthusiasm each time a new strategy was unveiled or continued, 15 out of 22
respondents reported being optimistic to a minimal extent. One student said, “It might
help me boost my confidence level so I’m willing to give it a try.” Six out of the 22
expressed minimal pessimism, agreeing that the strategies might not help them boost
their confidence level but they are willing to give it a try. With the exception of one
student who expressed great optimism, none of the students admitted that the strategies
were useless as far as boosting their confidence levels are concerned.
When asked to assess how their confidence level changed over the period of the
study as a result of exposure to the various test-taking strategies, half of the students
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surveyed reported that their confidence level improved more times than it deteriorated.
About a third reported the opposite, with a small number sharing a great level of
deterioration as it pertains to their confidence level.
Finally, the Overall Change in Confidence Level questionnaire asked students to
gauge their optimism on their own abilities to perform well on multiple-choice
evaluations as they prepare for post-secondary studies. Ninety-five percent of
respondents agreed that they felt confident that they will do just as well or better in future
university-level multiple-choice examinations.
Table 4
Overall Change in Confidence Level Questionnaire Analysis, (N=22)
“Given more exposure to test-taking strategies and mastery of the content, I feel
confident that I will do just as well or better in future university-level multiple-choice
examinations.”
(1=strongly disagree, 4= strongly agree)
Percentage of respondents
81.8%
who “somewhat agree”
Percentage of respondents
13.6%
who “strongly agree”
Mode
3

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION
Several themes emerged from analyzing the data. Confidence levels as far as how
my AP chemistry students exhibit it appeared to involve more variables than originally
anticipated. An important variable that needed to be considered was time. Students did
not necessarily feel that strategies and interventions would work unless they had enough
time to go through the multiple-choice adequately. One student said, “I was always more
concerned about finishing the test than anything else…. I never have enough time to go
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back and check my previous answers so whatever I shade on the Scantron is pretty much
it.” The notion of time appeared to be linked to their confidence level.
Mastery of content appeared to be linked with time as well. If the feeling is that
there is never enough time to do multiple-choice adequately to begin with, then it did not
really matter what kind of strategy they are taught, it likely will not help improve scores
or increase confidence in the entire system. Test preparation and high level of confidence
in answering multiple-choice questions appeared to go hand-in-hand in this regard.
Student responses did not point to any change from pre-treatment to post-treatment. One
student who scored very high on the multiple-choice of the final examination said, “I
honestly think I did well because I studied, I studied for the course and not really thinking
about the stuff we learned about how to do better on multiple-choice.” Another student
whose score on the multiple-choice component of the final exam was below the class
average agreed, “If you stop believing that the teacher is out to trick you with impossible
multiple-choice questions, it just boils down to whether you studied enough of the
material or not.”
The perception that multiple-choice testing is inherently difficult did not change
even with the implementation of strategies, and even when most students were
enthusiastic about trying them out. Student confidence level in multiple-choice test
performance did not appear to be intricately linked not just to the implementation of
strategies, but also to the types of strategies themselves.
Confidence level seemed to differ depending on the “risk” involved or the
importance of the piece of evaluation. In the Overall Change in Confidence Level
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questionnaire, students were asked to assess the overall change they perceived in their
own confidence level over the period of the study as a result of exposure to various testtaking strategies. The strategies mentioned were the low risk activities implemented in
the study that aimed to raise their confidence level in multiple-choice. The multiplechoice in the final examination though, constituted a significant portion of their final
examination mark, with the exam mark accounting for 30% of the course grade. Students
in the AP program in the district get a 1.05% multiplier appended to their final grades in
recognition of the higher level of inquiry and instruction set forth in the AP curriculum.
Students often experience tremendous pressure to make up for any poor marks in the
term. A final mark boosted by a high final exam grade makes the 1.05% multiplier
potentially accentuates this advantage further. Ensuring that they benefited from this is
something that these students, who are within months of getting official acceptances to
the university of their choice, were very concerned about. Therefore, the multiple-choice
component of their final exam made it “high risk” and their confidence level appeared to
have tanked along with the perceived threat of not doing well.
The Overall Change in Confidence Level questionnaire pointed to an even split
among students who reported that their confidence level deteriorated more times than it
improved over the span of the study, and those whose confidence level improved more
times than it deteriorated. A telling number from this data is that not a single student in
the survey suggested that the improvement in their confidence level is to a “great extent”.
Even when prefaced with assessing their confidence level through the lens of a
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macroscopic view of test taking strategy that was exposed to them, students appear not to
be buying into the notion that any kind of strategy is useful.
A different picture emerged when two variables are combined: exposure to testtaking strategies and mastery of the content. An overwhelming majority of students
agreed that they will feel more confident of future success in university-level multiplechoice examinations. There appeared to be more of a willingness to consider the
strategic approaches but only if the mastery of content is there. Likewise, there appeared
to be a deeply ingrained connection between confidence level and mastery of content, and
not necessarily about having the strategies needed to be successful in multiple-choice.
But having strategies was perceived to be enhancing whatever the benefits that a solid
content of the concepts had.
A significant insight that came out of the study was how perception of the nature
of multiple-choice testing was so deeply-entrenched as far as gifted students were
concerned. AP chemistry is a course at the core of this strongly held belief. It was very
difficult to change such long-standing beliefs especially when previous experience has
been otherwise. It did not help that this format of evaluation remains the most prevalent
form of testing at the post-secondary level, particularly in the STEM fields that a majority
of these students will be pursuing shortly. One of the first tasks that I wanted to get done
in this action research project was to find some kind of a barometer for my students’
confidence level as far as performance on multiple-choice tests were concerned. Of
particular interest to me was whether the strategies that I have introduced, implemented
and convinced them to try were successful in increasing their motivation and confidence
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level. As evidenced by little to no change in the way they perceived the nature of
multiple-choice testing itself as well as their own confidence that they can be successful
at it, my AP chemistry students appeared to have little confidence that any particular kind
of strategy will work.
However, using particular strategies to try to improve confidence levels of gifted
students in multiple-choice questions did have some impact on how the students
approached this particular type of evaluation. It gave them pause to think that there
might be a way to improve. One student said, “At times, I found myself simply choosing
an answer because it seemed the most correct, without actually reading what it said,
because I was afraid to devote too much time to it. On the other hand, more time can
sometimes make me unsure of my answers. I may overthink the wording and misinterpret
the options, then change my answers that were previously correct.” Most students were
interested in the lecture and took to looking at the strategies mentioned, although some
doubted right off the bat. Another student said, “I didn’t really think I found anything
useful in the lecture, mostly because I’ve already been practicing a lot of the stuff that
was being mentioned.” There was some vocalization of apathy about learning the
strategy, appearing more like skepticism that any strategy would work. Most though
were willing to give the strategies a try since I was trying it. One student remarked, “I
had nothing to lose by trying it out and see if it would work, since the teacher seems to
think it can, then why not?” I did see positive behaviors including some encouraging
signs from some students that perhaps they might find a strategy that will work, but this
was seen in the minority of students and mostly with the students that tended to have high
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confidence in their abilities to begin with. One student noted, “I felt confident about how
I’m doing since I already was practicing those strategies so it didn’t really affect me.”
The frequency of multiple-choice assessments also affected the students. Most
students hated the idea, as they were pretty vocal about hating multiple-choice to begin
with. One student said “I really didn’t like how frequently we now had multiple-choice
since it might be a simple idea but to me, multiple choice is just mostly right or wrong
and it is a lot of work trying to find an answer that might be wrong.” Those that did not
shy away from the idea that this was going to be a more frequent occurrence in the
classroom, more or less tried to open themselves to the idea that the strategies might
work.
I was not sure if knowing ahead of time that the quiz was going to be all multiplechoice was changing the way they studied or whether this was not a factor in how they
studied. There was not a lot of whining and complaining about having to do this pretty
much for much of the semester. I was never completely sure about whether this was
about the multiple-choice itself or whether they are sensing that it is not working. Part of
this may be due to their very nature themselves. Gifted students often gravitate to natural
tendencies to do as they are told, and considering that this might be something that could
work, went ahead and participate wholeheartedly. There were some students though that
did feel apprehensive, perhaps knowing that they do poorly on multiple-choice to begin
with and that since this is an important year academically for them with university
applications, perhaps the timing was not the most ideal.
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Time is indeed a variable, even for the study itself. A semester with less than 93
days is simply not enough to dispel any myths about the nature of multiple-choice testing,
to master any strategies that are being tested, and then, more importantly, to buy in to the
idea that perhaps doing better on multiple-choice is not only possible but can actually be
something to work for. There was no time for any changes in perception, either through
personal experience in the course or through their own intuition to evolve into something
tangible in the data.
Confidence level is only one small piece of the whole gifted student identity.
Gifted students pride themselves in their intellectual capacities, their ability to master
content and to be proficient at material that most students their age would struggle in.
Hence their confidence level is closely linked to their mastery of content and not
necessarily through plotting out strategy—which is what I am basically trying to get them
to do. These students have seen success for most of their lives so there seems to be a
hesitance to try anything new. Trying to alter something as abstract and emotionallybased as confidence level or motivation is a monumental task, and if it is even possible,
not an expedient one. One student noted, “More time to learn the strategy would
definitely help. You build habits from grade 9 or younger that you use and those habits
carry over. Suddenly when you re far into your education and you’re introduced to a new
idea, it’s not always as easy to adapt to it and you don’t believe it’s going to work,
because high school is about marks. As much as we don’t want it to be, it is, and we’re
scared that if we change to these new ideas, it will negatively affect our marks.”
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The quality of the research could be improved further by implementing a number
of changes. The focus on one AP chemistry class limited the sample size. Depending on
the homogeneity and the skill level of the students, the results could potentially skew in
one direction or another. Getting a bigger and more diverse sample could be
accomplished by extending the scope of the research beyond the last year of the AP
program and perhaps starting with the Pre-AP students in grade 9. Confidence level
could may well be very strikingly different at the beginning of high school than it is at the
culmination of their secondary school career, and this information could lead to a greater
understanding of how and when new pedagogical strategies should be implemented. One
student reflected, “It's not a good feeling to see yourself crashing and burning after
having so much success, and if preventing that includes starting this multiple choice
training as early as possible, then it must be done.”
Putting together the profile, both of the gifted science learner and what constitutes
confidence level is something that needs to be explored further at a time when previously
held conceptions of either can so easily be altered.
VALUE
The study has value for a number of reasons. It opened up a conversation about
confidence and motivation, one of the needs of the gifted learner that is somewhat
underappreciated. Performing poorly on one particular method of testing does not
necessarily ring alarm bells in the education community especially for a group of students
that otherwise does better than the average student so looking at their confidence level
allowed for a deeper understanding of its merit to a young person.
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The action research-based study allowed the class to move away from their
comfort zone to try something new. It pushed them to reflect upon their own capabilities
as students at the end of their high school career, the things that they have always done
and either succeeded or failed at, and how much of their own perceptions about
themselves mirrored their accomplishments.
As the divisional program teacher for PACE (Program for Academic and Creative
Extension), the gifted program for my school district and AP Science, I oversee the AP
science program and provide support to my colleagues both across the hall from me as
well as across the district. This action research enabled me to embrace the value of
critical thinking and enhance my own abilities in integrating it in every activity in the
classroom. As a teacher in the Catholic school system in Ontario, I feel I have done my
part in putting the vision that my school district has for our community. The vision
statement of the York Catholic District School Board states that “Our students will
become creative and critical thinkers who integrate Catholic values into their daily lives,
as socially responsible global citizens.” I feel that being involved in this project added
another dimension to my work as a teacher and kept me in line with the moral and
spiritual core of my calling as a catholic school educator.
Being successful at multiple-choice testing has evolved into not just about being
able to do well at rote memorization but more about being able to problem solve and
analyze. This is a critical skill for students to have, one that I, as the teacher, felt I had
both a professional and moral obligation to provide. I also felt that I have grown as a
teacher as a result of the action research, not just as a more effective science instructor
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but also as a more reflective practitioner. I was able to step back, look at a situation that I
foresaw as a potential problem, lean in and make reasonable attempts to solve it, and take
a final step back to accept what the data told us.
It allowed me to further explore various aspects of twenty-first century teaching
and interdisciplinary learning, two areas of which I have been strongly involved in at
both the school and district level. The very nature of the teaching profession has
changed significantly from my days as a high school student. I realized that I have to
change as well, and that this does not have to be a bad thing nor did it have to be
challenging and difficult. I learned to be open not just to any potential new strategies that
can change status quo but to unforeseen variables as well.
My involvement in the action research process led me to think that as a result of
what I learned in this study, there were indeed implications for the way we as science
teachers, particularly those that teach the gifted learner, need to change our practice. I
have long been convinced that science does not exist in isolation and neither should the
way we go about communicating it to our students. I realized that there are always other
things that factor in to the equation as far as gifted learning is concerned. The
microscopic view is just as important as the macroscopic, the specific just as relevant as
the general. More importantly, I learned to appreciate the value of every student for the
whole human person that they are, one whose complete story is told beyond what mere
numbers can suggest.
Upon further reflection of the numerous challenges I encountered in the process
of completing this project, I focused on my difficulties justifying the relevance of what I
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was doing. I realized how important it was from a theoretical standpoint. This was an
important skill that students need to know. I was also dealing with gifted students that
have thrived and survived this far academically with a certain level of confidence in their
academic abilities. But somehow, I was not seeing any effects that my strategies were
having on moving them forward. My relationship with these students also became part of
my reflection on this whole exercise. I started out thinking that I wanted to help them
perform better, especially on an important time in their academic careers. Upon realizing
that my strategies may not have any positive effects, I became even more apprehensive as
to the goals of my entire capstone. “What am I doing?” is a question I asked myself
repeatedly, mostly upon seeing results that were nowhere different than what we
normally had even before any interventions were implemented. The idea that I was
wasting precious time and perhaps playing Russian roulette with the academic lives of
the strongest students in the school was a thought that crossed my mind more times than I
could remember. Thinking that nothing positive was coming out of it was one thing, the
possibility that I may be harming them emotionally and hurting their confidence level
was something I found difficult to take. Compounding this were my own difficulties
completing the capstone. Somehow I could never quite have enough time to get
everything done, with my professional and personal obligations constantly getting in the
way of giving the project the time it deserves. I realized that I was in the same boat as
many of my students. We were all trying our best to be proficient at a skill that
supposedly is something that we could all be good at, but somehow never completely
buying in to the idea that this was achievable. While I was analyzing how to properly
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gauge the confidence level of my students when it came to performing better on multiplechoice tests, my own confidence level on accomplishing the project with what I perceived
as acceptable results was declining. For the duration of the capstone, I never felt that I
was going to be able to succeed. There were too many variables that I am juggling in my
own personal and professional lives that I constantly felt overwhelmed. I felt too
overwhelmed to even consider how my own students were feeling. To what extent were
they overwhelmed as well with trying to find something positive to feel good about with
multiple-choice? To what extent was I in denial about my goals for the capstone, and
how far did my own denial extend to the confidence level of my students?
I began to feel that teaching with a focus on getting students to be more confident
in multiple-choice took a page out of any coaching handbook. It felt part scientific and
logical, but more emotional and psychological. I felt comfortable with the scientific and
logical (“if you do things a certain way, you will get certain results a certain way”) but
never quite with the emotional and psychological. There was a part of me that realized
from the very beginning that it was going to be a hard sell, much more than if I had done
the project with honors level students who I feel were more open to new ideas and new
ways of doing things than AP students who are set in their ways. In a way, it was
difficult for me to challenge their worldview. They have been successful for so long
subscribing to the kinds of beliefs and strategies that they were taught or have been
comfortable with. I was never really sure whether I was fully vested in what I perceive to
be success for the project or whether I felt my focus was too forced on finding an answer.
With little to no change in my students’ confidence level after implementing my
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strategies, I felt I should have taken more steps to counter preconceived notions
pertaining to how my students view academic success. Clearly, success in multiplechoice tests is seen as a black-and-white issue for most of them. In retrospect, I realized
that there was more I could have done to meet the students where they are, rather than
assume that I can get them to move forward on something that they may not be quite
ready to accept.
When one student mentioned that the more frequent opportunities for multiplechoice may be a bit “too much” considering it is already a stressful year for them to begin
with, I took pause as if to try to see whether I am doing more harm than good. The
response I ended up having is to address the idea that backing off of learning to strategize
when it came to raising the bar on multiple-choice performance is akin to sticking your
head down in the sand and continuing to remain in denial about it. As practitioners of
science, at the very least, we should always be welcome to new ideas of doing things, and
as future practitioners of science, so should the students. I found that their reaction,
however much in the minority, was more of a reflection of the confidence level that they
do have. This was happening nearer to the beginning of the intervention and in
retrospect, I should have related that particular response as an indication of their
confidence level. Perhaps they knew that nothing was going to change, and maybe even
change more towards the negative side.
After having done the interventions, it became clear that student confidence level
as it pertains to multiple-choice does not exist in a vacuum. Assuming that it operates in
isolation, and thus can be manipulated as such, is perhaps something that I need to
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reconsider the next time I delve into this. And there will be a next time.
I have come to think that this particular endeavor is something that is indeed
worthy of further examination. Unless there is a massive paradigm shift that occurs in
the way post-secondary institutions evaluate students, and for as long as multiple-choice
remains a staple of standardized testing, which educational institutions find themselves
more and more subjected to, this is a skill that students need to be proficient at. It is, and
always will be, a survival skill in the academic world. As educators, we are now also
more concerned about the mental and emotional well-being of our students as they move
from K-12 to post-secondary, and having the confidence to achieve at a proficient level
on this type of evaluation is a much valued tool in their arsenal of survival skills in 21st
century learning. Everyone involved is a stakeholder in this process and as such, we all
have something to gain from making the right choices here.
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